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Abstract
This work proposes an adaptive and 
distributed routing protocol that attempts to 
reduce electromagnetic interference (EMI) 
introduced by wireless medical sensor 
networks. The proposed algorithm, namely 
EMI-aware routing (EMIR), assigns to each 
network node a potential value which is 
dynamically calculated in such a way that 
radio activities are spatially spreaded out. 
This results in a lower probability that 
operations of medical devices are affected. 
EMIR only requires one-hop neighbor 
information and does not require flooding of 
control messages in the whole network, 
therefore it scales well to the network size.

4. Numerical Results

1. Motivations and Contributions

Comparisons of EMI distributions (scenario 1)
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Comparisons of EMI distributions (scenario 2)
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The use of wireless communications technology 
can significantly improve the quality and reduce 
the cost of healthcare services 

However, electromagnetic energy radiated by 
wireless devices potentially affects the operation of 
sensitive patient monitoring equipment

Many incidents have been documented
- A ventilator suddenly changes its breath rate
- An apnea monitor fails to alarm

Hospitals have implemented different policies
- Total ban of mobile communication devices
- Restrictions to the use of wireless devices in critical areas
- “Minimum separation criterion”

This work addresses the problem of adaptive routing 
that attempts to reduce the EMI introduced by a 
wireless network deployed in an ER/ICU

2. EMI and Radio Duty Cycle
An IEEE 802.15.4 compatible wireless node is used to 

transmit the signal at the fixed power level of 0dBm at 
2.4 GHz frequency band

The level of EMI generated by the node is measured 
when the radio duty cycle is varied

In order to avoid interference from other unwanted 
radio sources, all measurements are performed in an 
anechoic chamber

EMI receiver is set in EMI average mode that is 
compatible with CISPR 16-1-1 standard

(1)

3. The proposed EMIR protocol

5. Conclusions
The wireless routing problem with primary objective of mitigating EMI is 

addressed and solved in this paper
Potential values are assigned to each node: traffic is deflected from 

nodes that are generating higher EMI and/or locating further away from 
the gateways
The proposed protocol does not require flooding of control messages in 

the whole network
-- Each node autonomously determines its potential value by considering

only the status of its direct neighbors
-- This enables the protocol to scale very well to the network size

It can effectively reduce the affects that EMI may cause to medical 
devices by spreading the EM radiation throughout the network 
deployment area
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EMI against radio duty cycle

EMI measurement setup

Example: estimating distances from nodes to gateways


